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SrMnSb2 is a candidate Dirac semimetal whose electrons near the Y point have the linear dispersion and low
mass of a Dirac cone. Here we demonstrate that ultrafast, 800-nm optical pulses can launch coherent phonon
oscillations in Sr 0.94 Mn0.92 Sb2 , particularly an Ag mode at 4.4 THz. Through first-principles calculations of the
electronic and phononic structure of SrMnSb2 , we show that high-amplitude oscillations of this mode would
displace the atoms in a way that transiently opens and closes a gap at the node of the Dirac cone. The ability to
control the nodal gap on a subpicosecond timescale could create opportunities for the design and manipulation
of Dirac fermions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.98.155115
I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen the proliferation of threedimensional (3D) semimetals whose low-energy electron dispersions form linear Dirac cones crossing masslessly at a node
[1–4]. These materials have garnered interest for their exotic
photonic [5] and electronic [6] properties and for their high
mobility and large magnetoresistance [6–8]. Some possible
technological uses, however, would require the opening of
a gap at the node, for instance, use in transistors [9] or in
detection of dark matter [10]. Indeed, in the materials’ twodimensional analog, graphene, several methods have been
developed to control a gap [9,11,12]. It would be particularly
desirable to be able to open and close a gap on ultrafast
timescales. Such control could enable high-speed switching or
the investigation and tuning of electronic states beyond those
available in static materials.
Experiments on the topological insulator Bi2 Se3 have
raised hope for the ultrafast control of Dirac nodes [13].
During illumination by a strong infrared pulse, Wang et al.
demonstrated the creation of new nodes at the crossings of
Floquet-Bloch sidebands and used the light’s polarization to
open or close a gap at these nodes. It was subsequently
proposed that ultrafast pulses can open a gap in graphene
[14], can convert a trivial insulator to a 3D Dirac semimetal
[15] and vice versa, and can open [16] or close [17] a gap at
the node of a Dirac semimetal. These proposed effects occur
during the optical pulse and require a strong electric field.
Incoherent, thermal phonons provide an alternate method
for controlling Dirac nodes. Either raising or lowering the

temperature may shift electronic bands, turning a trivial insulator into a topological insulator with surface Dirac states
[18]. Phonons may break inversion symmetry, which has been
proposed [19] to turn NbNiTe2 into a Weyl semimetal. In the
gapped Dirac semimetal ZrTe5 , Manzoni et al. saw that after
photoexcitation, lattice heating caused the Dirac bands to shift
by 60 meV within about 200 fs [20]. However, heat dissipates
slowly—typically in nanoseconds—so thermal approaches do
not allow reversible, ultrafast control of Dirac cones.
Coherent phonons, however, overcome these difficulties. In
a coherent phonon the atoms’ positions oscillate in sync with
each other, and the band structure follows [21–24]. Kim et al.
[25] have proposed that oscillation of coherent phonons in
topological crystalline insulators could lead to the formation
of nontrivial topological phases, which would be evidenced in
“flickering” surface-state Dirac cones. This proposal has not
been experimentally realized, perhaps because the L-point,
acoustic phonons required are difficult to coherently
excite.
In this work we observe ultrafast excitation of a coherent
phonon in Sr 0.94 Mn0.92 Sb2 , a candidate Dirac semimetal, and
identify the vibrational mode responsible, an Ag phonon that
we name mode 36. Our calculations on SrMnSb2 show that
this phonon could provide a route to the ultrafast control of
the material’s Dirac cone. We calculate that at high amplitudes
mode 36 will periodically open and close a gap at a Dirac
node. This phonon-based control of the gap may be temporally separated from the photoexcited electrons and holes, may
be started and stopped on a subpicosecond timescale, and may
reach high amplitudes even at low temperature.
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Calculations [26,27], including ours, predict that SrMnSb2
hosts Dirac-like bands near the Y point and that these bands
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displacive excitation of coherent phonons [21,30–33]: their
structural distortions are often driven by electronic energies
that may be strongly modified by the absorption of an optical
pulse.

II. METHODS

FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of SrMnSb2 , shown in a 1 × 2 × 2
supercell. Sr, Mn, and Sb atoms are shown in red, green, and blue,
respectively. A unit cell is outlined. (b) Illustration of how atoms are
displaced by the structural distortion, viewed in the a-c plane. The
lengths of arrows are exaggerated by a factor of 10. (c) Illustration
of the main atomic displacements in phonon mode 36. Only the SbMn-Sb sandwich is shown.

have a gap of about 200 meV, but calculations disagree about
where that gap lies relative to the Fermi level. Nonetheless,
this gap has not been seen in photoemission [27] or magnetotransport [28] because most samples are p type. Experimentally, transport is dominated by Y -point carriers, despite the
possibility of other bands intersecting the Fermi level. Y -point
carriers have a small Fermi surface, low effective mass, and
steep dispersion, consistent only with a much smaller gap
than predicted [27,28]. (Some indirect evidence for a gap may
come from the optical conductivity of n-type samples [29].)
Experiments differ in measuring a trivial or nontrivial Berry
phase (with the nontrivial phase observed in measurements
that extend to a Landau index of n = 3). Thus there remains
uncertainty regarding both the possible topological nature and
the possible gap of the Dirac cone near Y . It is not our purpose
in this paper to resolve these questions, but to reveal a coherent
phonon that may rapidly open or close that gap.
SrMnSb2 preserves inversion symmetry but breaks timereversal symmetry due to canted antiferromagnetic order. Its
crystal structure [Fig. 1(a)] can be thought of in two parts: a
plane of Mn sandwiched between Sb and a square-net plane
of Sb sandwiched between Sr. However, the material suffers
a structural distortion [Fig. 1(b)] that renders it orthorhombic,
distorts the Sb square net into zigzag chains, and is responsible
for the predicted gap near Y . The orthorhombic distortion
makes SrMnSb2 doubly promising for manipulation via coherent phonons. First, the connection between the distortion
and a gap in the Dirac cone means that lattice motion is
particularly apt to influence the nodal gap. Second, structurally distorted materials are particularly susceptible to the

 orth denote
In the following we shall let the vector Q
the positions of the 16 atoms in the unit cell of SrMnSb2
(Sec. A 1). This structure belongs to point group D2h and
 tet denote the hypothetspace group Pnma (No. 62). We let Q
ical parent structure of tetragonal symmetry (D4h , P4/nmm,
No. 129). Mode 36, illustrated in Fig. 1(c), is a breathing
mode that primarily moves the Sb atoms that surround the
Mn plane, symmetrically towards and away from the plane.
We will consider a “snapshot” of the structure during a high orth +
amplitude oscillation in phonon mode 36, denoted Q
 36 . Our approach—calculating the electronic dispersion
500M
for such snapshots of the crystal structure during a phonon
oscillation—contrasts with the Floquet picture, which would
treat the oscillations as a time-periodic Hamiltonian. Because
the relevant phonon in SrMnSb2 has just 18 meV, while the
predicted gap at the Y point is more than 10 times larger,
we expect to obtain a good approximation of the dispersion,
except possibly when the gap closes [34].
Calculations of electronic structure were performed using
the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave method
via the WIEN2K code [35]. All calculations assume a G-type
antiferromagnetic configuration for the ground-state structure
and take into consideration spin-orbital coupling of Sb atoms.
The on-site Coulomb interaction is treated with the Hubbard
U orbital correction level of theory with a U − J value of
5 eV. Two thousand k points were employed in the sampling
of the first Brillouin zone for a k-mesh size of 4 × 21 × 21
with an RKmax of 5.50.
Structural optimization and calculation of Raman and
infrared frequencies were performed with the ABINIT code
[36,37]. The -point (k = 0) phonon modes and corresponding displacement eigenvectors of the 16-atom primitive orthorhombic cell were calculated with the linear response
method employing the ABINIT program with a TroullierMartins-type norm-conserving pseudopotential (80 Ry for the
kinetic energy cutoff) [38]. The results were validated using
the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code [39].
Full phonon calculations were performed to obtain thermal
parameters for the displacement eigenvectors.
Mechanical stability was investigated by calculating the
phonon dispersion relations in the whole Brillouin zone
(Sec. A 2), using the density functional perturbation theory
(DFPT), as implemented in VASP, using a 1 × 4 × 4 supercell.
Interpolation on the high-symmetry k points was carried out
using the PHONOPY program [40]. The interatomic force constants were calculated from the optimized supercell through
the VASP package with a kinetic energy cutoff of 500 eV
on a 7 × 7 × 7 k-point mesh. A projector augmented-wave
potential [41] with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional
[42] was used. Convergence was achieved when the energy
difference between two successive iterations was less than
10−6 eV/cell.
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TABLE I. Phonon modes that may be visible in our measurements, with -point frequencies from ABINIT. All 48 modes appear
in the Supplemental Material [45].
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FIG. 2. (a) Pump-probe signal measured at 10 K. Change in
reflectance R vs probe delay t. (b) The same data as in (a), but
with the smooth part subtracted. (c) Fourier power spectrum of the
signal.

The samples of Sr 0.94 Mn0.92 Sb2 were grown using a selfflux method as detailed in Ref. [28]. They had about 0.08 μB
per Mn and a mobility near 104 cm2 /V s. Shubnikov–de Haas
oscillations on a sample from this batch had a frequency in
the range of 66–70 T, corresponding to a small, p-type Fermi
surface with area AF = 0.64 nm−2 . Ultrafast measurements
used a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser operating at 800 nm
and 80-MHz repetition rate, with a fluence near 10 μJ/cm2 .
Measurements used standard chopping and lock-in detection
and were done in the transient-grating geometry of Ref. [43].
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our principal experimental finding is that excitation of
Sr 0.94 Mn0.92 Sb2 by ultrafast laser pulses can coherently drive
phonon oscillations in several modes, especially in mode 36.
Figure 2(a) shows how the reflectance of our sample changes,
at 10 K, as a function of time after a laser pulse. The abrupt
change in the reflectance, which decays within a few picoseconds, arises from the excitation and cooling of electrons and
holes [44]. On top of this decay, oscillations are distinctly
visible, as is beating between oscillation frequencies. (The
oscillations also appear at room temperature, Sec. B 1.) The
oscillation frequencies appear as peaks in the Fourier power
spectrum in Fig. 2(c). The strongest oscillation is at 4.4 THz,
near the frequency we predict for mode 36. However, the
close match between the measured and calculated frequencies
cannot be conclusive: the frequencies given by DFPT calculations are known to vary with computational methods [45].
Since SrMnSb2 hosts 48 phonon modes, we need to consider

the evidence more carefully before identifying our measured
oscillation with mode 36.
The vibrational frequencies observed in a pump-probe
experiment correspond to Raman-active Ag and B3g phonons,
of which there are 12. The -point frequencies of these modes
appear in Table I. There is a notable gap in frequencies around
the 4.36 THz predicted for mode 36. The closest frequency,
that predicted for mode 32, probably corresponds to a smaller
peak seen in the Fourier spectrum, a “shoulder,” at 4.2 THz.
Additionally, we can experimentally distinguish the Ag
modes from the B3g modes, through polarization-resolved
spontaneous Raman scattering, shown in Sec. B 2. Finally,
since the Mn moments in Sr 0.94 Mn0.92 Sb2 have a canted antiferromagnetic order, we ensure that the oscillation observed at
4.4 THz is a phonon and not a coherent magnon. We checked
that its frequency does not shift in magnetic fields up to 17 T
(Sec. B 1).
IV. THEORETICAL RESULTS

We now turn to calculations to learn what effect a highamplitude motion of mode 36 would have on the electronic
structure. We note that, since our calculations occur on a finite
mesh of k points, we cannot say with certainty whether the gap
closes completely; a Dirac node may appear gapless within
our resolution even while a small avoided crossing remains.
Nor do our methods allow the calculation of the topological
invariant, if any, associated with a Dirac cone; typically, a
tight-binding model is used for this purpose [19].
When there is no oscillation, SrMnSb2 has the electronic
structure of the orthorhombic crystal (Fig. 3, top), which is
gapped throughout the Brillouin zone. By comparison, the
 tet (which is not stable [26]) hosts
tetragonal parent structure Q
three Dirac cones (Fig. 3, middle): a gapped cone on -M
and cones near Y and near X that appear gapless, within our
k-space resolution.
During a high-amplitude oscillation, the shift in the atoms’
instantaneous position changes the electrons’ instantaneous
dispersion. Figure 3 (bottom) shows a snapshot of the band
 36 . Remarkably, the gap in the Dirac
 orth + 500M
structure at Q
cone near Y appears to be closed. Indeed, as a function of
the atomic displacement, the gap near Y narrows smoothly
(Fig. 4) and closes at high oscillation amplitude. The critical
 36 , when the Sb atoms suramplitude is reached at 500M
rounding the Mn plane have moved by 0.52 Å; this compares
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 orth .
FIG. 3. Top: Band structure for the equilibrium structure Q
 tet . Bottom: Band
Middle: Band structure for the parent structure Q
 36 .
 orth + 500M
structure for Q

with a thermal motion at room temperature of 0.15 Å [45].
These calculations strongly suggest that, were one to drive
a coherent, high-amplitude motion of SrMnSb2 in mode 36,
one could periodically open and close a gap in the Dirac cone
near the Y point. Displacements of this size should be experimentally feasible, as they have already been demonstrated in
bismuth [32].
Apart from mode 36, we examined the effect of several
other phonon modes on the electronic structure, including
mode 32, which at high amplitude would repair the zigzag
chains of Sb, rendering the Sb plane square. We found none
that closes a gap in any of the Dirac cones; examples appear
in Sec. A 3.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Gap of cone [eV]

Coherent phonons have already been observed in the 3D
Dirac semimetal Cd3 As2 [46] and the type-II Weyl semimetal
WTe2 [47,48]. Our work goes further by showing theoretically that the oscillation of a specific coherent phonon can
control a gap at the Dirac node—which prior experiments
had not suggested—and by experimentally identifying the
desired phonon, mode 36, as one readily excited by an optical
pulse. This ready excitation is not wholly surprising: mode
36 is predisposed to displacive, ultrafast excitation by its
1
Near X
Γ−M
Near Y

0.5

0
0

100

200
300
400
Amplitude scaling factor

Ag symmetry and its strong overlap with the orthorhombic
distortion. Neither, however, is it wholly expected: typically,
not all Raman-active modes appear in spontaneous Raman
measurements, and even fewer appear as coherent phonons.
Prior theoretical work has proposed to control a Dirac node
through phonons [19,25], but without showing that the needed
phonons may be controlled by ultrafast pulses, even in principle; some of the phonon modes are not Raman active. Others
have proposed to employ Floquet effects [14–17], which rely
on the periodic field of a light pulse, a sharply different mechanism lying well outside the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer
regime of our work. Our proposed use of a coherent phonon
to control the Dirac node has several benefits. It may be less
prone to damage the sample. The oscillation may be started
by one laser pulse and then either amplified or stopped by a
subsequent pulse. (Experiments demonstrating this coherent
control of the phonon will be reported elsewhere.) Finally,
the oscillation may modulate the Dirac gap even after the
photoexcited carriers have recombined. Indeed, the carriers’
relaxation is known to be broadly similar across several 3D
Dirac and Weyl semimetals [20,43,44]: the photoexcited electron and hole distribution, initially at high energy, thermalizes
in much less than a picosecond and subsequently cools in a
few picoseconds. Since the period of mode 36 is 0.23 ps,
the electronic occupation becomes thermal within one or
two oscillations. The coherent phonon, on the other hand,
continues to oscillate for tens of picoseconds, allowing the
possibility of controlling the Dirac gap after both the optical
pulse and the electronic excitation are gone.
Before the ultrafast control of the Dirac node of SrMnSb2
can be implemented, it will be important to directly observe
the atomic displacements by ultrafast scattering [32] and
the gap by ultrafast photoemission [21], two techniques that
recently have been successfully combined [23]. In addition
to using more intense pump pulses, it may be advantageous
to drive the oscillation parametrically with a string of laser
pulses spaced by the phonon period [49], which can avoid
pump-saturation effects and mitigate some mechanisms of
sample damage and phonon anharmonicity. It is also desirable
for both theory and experiment to clarify the size of the
possible gap near the Y point, the Dirac cone’s possible
topological nature, and the relation between as-grown samples
of Sr 0.94 Mn0.92 Sb2 and the stoichiometric material, SrMnSb2 .
In conclusion, we have now shown that it should be possible to use a coherent phonon oscillation to periodically open
and close a gap in the Y -point Dirac node of SrMnSb2 . We
have identified the desired phonon, mode 36. Experimentally,
we have shown that coherent oscillations of mode 36 are
readily excited by optical pulses. The use of coherent phonons
to control SrMnSb2 thus benefits from a solid experimental
foundation. It would allow subpicosecond, on-and-off control
of the Dirac node independently of photoexcited carriers and
could lead to new opportunities to study and manipulate 3D
Dirac electrons.
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APPENDIX A: THEORY
1. Tables of crystal structure and phonon modes

 orth in the
In Table II we detail the positions of the atoms Q
unit cell of SrMnSb2 , along with two displacements that are
 dist =
important in this work: the orthorhombic distortion Q
 tet and the eigendisplacement in mode 36 M
 36 . The
 orth − Q
Q
 36 is chosen arbitrarily. As in the rest of this
magnitude of M
work the out-of-plane axis is a. (Although it is conventional
to choose the c axis to be out of plane, our choice is consistent
with Refs. [26,28]. Note that Fig. 1 of Ref. [26] uses a
different axis convention from the rest of that work.) In the
Supplemental Material [45], we show the -point frequencies,
symmetries, and eigendisplacements for all 48 phonon modes.
We also include, for selected temperatures, the elements of the
thermal displacement tensors.

FIG. 5. The phonon dispersion of the equilibrium (orthorhom orth .
bic) structure Q

phonons. Fortunately, however, our experiments show little
damping of mode 36: at 10 K the oscillations remain visible
up to 20 ps, and even at room temperature 14 oscillation cycles
remain visible (see Fig. 11).

2. Phonon dispersion

The calculated phonon dispersion appears in Fig. 5. The
phonon dispersion has no negative frequencies, showing that
the structure is stable. One feature that stands out in Fig. 5
is the large density of phonon states near 2.2 THz, half the
frequency of mode 36. This density suggests that when mode
36 is driven to high amplitude, a 4.4-THz phonon might readily decay, through anharmonic processes, into two 2.2-THz
TABLE II. Coordinates of atoms in the unit cell of the crystal
 orth . The subscripts “p” and “Mn” denote Sb atoms
structure Q
that form part of the square-net plane and that sandwich the Mn
plane, respectively. The directions x, y, and z correspond to crystal
axes a, b, and c, respectively. The size of the unit cell is 20.86 ×
 dist = Q
 orth − Q
 tet due
4.35 × 4.39 Å3 . Also shown are the shift Q
to the orthorhombic distortion and the atoms’ eigendisplacements in
mode 36.

Atom

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Mn
Mn
Mn
Mn
Sbp
SbMn
Sbp
SbMn
Sbp
SbMn
Sbp
SbMn

Atomic
coordinates (Å)

Orthorhombic
distortion (Å)

x

y

z

x

y

2.60
7.83
18.26
13.02
5.24
5.19
15.62
15.67
0.04
6.43
10.39
4.00
−0.04
14.43
10.47
16.86

1.09
3.26
3.26
1.09
1.09
3.26
3.26
1.09
1.09
1.09
3.26
3.26
3.26
3.26
1.09
1.09

3.21
1.01
1.19
3.39
1.01
3.21
3.38
1.19
0.97
3.21
3.17
1.01
3.43
1.19
1.23
3.38

0.19
−0.19
−0.19
0.19
0.02
−0.02
−0.02
0.02
0.04
−0.24
−0.04
0.24
−0.04
0.24
0.04
−0.24

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

z

Mode 36
displacement (fm)
x

y

3. Examples of the effects of other phonon modes

It is natural to ask whether a coherent phonon vibration
in any mode other than mode 36 could also close the gap in
any of the Dirac cones in SrMnSb2 —those near X, near Y ,
or along -M. The presence of Dirac cones in the tetragonal
 tet [Fig. 3(b)] suggests using a phonon parallel
structure Q
j  Q
 dist . At sufto the orthorhombic distortion, one with M
ficiently high amplitude such a phonon would transiently
 tet and its electronic dispersion.
reproduce the structure Q
 dist ; rather,
However, for SrMnSb2 no single mode matches Q
the distortion is formed from a superposition of eight phonon
modes (out of 48 total modes). All eight are Raman-active Ag
modes.
Apart from mode 36, we examined the effect of several of
these phonon modes on the electronic structure. We found no
other mode that closes the gap of a Dirac cone anywhere in
the Brillouin zone. Here we present as examples the results
for two modes of interest, mode 32 and mode 5. Both can be
excited as coherent phonons that appear in our pump-probe

z

−0.09
19
0 −6.3
−0.09 −19
0 −6.3
0.09 −19
0
6.3
0.09
19
0
6.3
−0.09
11
0
0.5
−0.09 −11
0
0.5
0.09 −11
0 −0.5
0.09
11
0 −0.5
−0.13 −0.7 0
15.1
−0.09 103.4 0
0.5
−0.13
0.7 0
15.1
−0.09 −103.4 0
0.5
0.13
0.7 0 −15.1
0.09 −103.4 0 −0.5
0.13 −0.7 0 −15.1
0.09 103.4 0 −0.5

FIG. 6. The larger atomic displacements in mode 32, as viewed
along (a) the a axis or (b) the b axis. The Sb plane is visible with
its zigzag chains, as are some of the Sr atoms adjacent to the plane.
Other atoms move very little and are omitted.
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FIG. 7. The larger atomic displacements in mode 5, as viewed
along the b axis.

data: mode 32 as the “shoulder” below the 4.4-THz peak and
mode 5 at around 0.9 THz [Fig. 12(b)]. Mode 32, illustrated
in Fig. 6, consists primarily of c-axis motion of the Sb atoms
that lie in the Sb plane; at high amplitude it would periodically
repair the zigzag chains of Sb, rendering the Sb plane square.
(It moves other atoms, notably Sr, but by lesser amounts.)
Mode 5, illustrated in Fig. 7, consists primarily of a shearing
motion, along the c axis, of the Sb-Mn-Sb sandwiches.
Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of a large motion of mode
32 on the electronic structure. The snapshot in Fig. 8 is for an
amplitude of 420, which corresponds to moving the in-plane
Sb atoms by 0.37 Åand the Sr atoms by 0.27 Å. The Dirac
cone near the Y point remains gapped, as indeed it does for
both smaller and larger displacements along mode 32 (Fig. 9).
Similar data appear in Fig. 10 for mode 5 at an amplitude of
300. This amplitude corresponds to moving the Mn atoms by
0.24 Åand the Sb atoms that are near Mn by 0.23 Å.

FIG. 9. Gap vs amplitude for mode 32.

Figure 11(a) shows pump-probe data at room temperature,
which exhibit coherent oscillations. The peak in their Fourier
transform around 4.4 THz [Fig. 11(b)] shows that the oscillation of mode 36 is prominent at room temperature, as it
is at low temperature. It is possible, but not certain, that the

oscillation may “soften” slightly with temperature, shifting
its frequency below 4.4 THz. Although the room-temperature
oscillations damp more rapidly than at low temperature—they
are nearly gone by 4 ps—nonetheless, 14 oscillation cycles
remain visible. We did not collect data past 4 ps, which is
why the frequency resolution of the Fourier transform is low.
To confirm that the low-temperature oscillations at 4.4 THz
are associated with a phonon and not with a magnon, we
measured pump-probe data as a function of a magnetic field
applied along the out-of-plane axis (the a axis). We kept the
sample at 15 K and used a frequency-doubled fiber laser
at 810 nm with a pulse duration of 140 fs and 2 nJ per
pulse. Figure 12(a) shows that, as expected for a phonon, the
4.4-THz peak does not shift its frequency measurably at fields
up to 17 T.
The pump-probe setup in the magnet offered a limited
signal-to-noise ratio, so we could not conclusively determine whether oscillations at frequencies other than 4.4 THz
might shift their frequencies with magnetic field. However,
Fig. 12(b) shows the average of our magnetic-field data, allowing a closer look at these smaller peaks. The oscillation at
0.9 THz that appears in these data also appears, although less
prominently, in the zero-field pump-probe data taken using a
Ti:sapphire laser.

FIG. 8. Band dispersion during a high-amplitude motion of mode
32. The gap near the Y point does not close.

FIG. 10. Band dispersion during a high-amplitude motion of
mode 5. The gap near the Y point does not close.

APPENDIX B: EXPERIMENT
1. Additional pump-probe data
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FIG. 11. (a) Pump-probe signal at room temperature. (b) FFT of
the room-temperature data.
2. Spontaneous Raman measurements

We can experimentally distinguish the Ag modes from the
B3g modes, through polarization-resolved spontaneous Raman scattering [50,51], thereby supporting our identification
of the observed 4.4-THz oscillations with mode 36. Here we
provide details of those measurements and their analysis.
The Raman measurements used a Tokyo Instruments
NanoFinder micro-Raman spectrometer with a 532-nm laser
source. The polarization of the incident light was fixed, and
we used a polarizer to select scattered light polarized either
parallel or perpendicular to the incident polarization. The
sample was kept at room temperature and was rotated about

FIG. 12. (a) Fourier-transform of pump-probe data at selected
fields, shifted vertically for clarity. (b) Average FFT of eight data
sets measured at magnetic fields varying from 0 to 17 T.

FIG. 13. Examples of Raman data measured as a function of light
polarization and sample rotation θ. Circles: measured data. Red line:
fit of data to a sum of ten Lorentzian peaks. Blue lines: the individual
Lorentzian peaks used in each fit.

the incident axis (the a axis) through an angle θ , with θ = 0
chosen arbitrarily (illustrated in the Supplemental Material
[45]). Because some twinning of the sample was visible, after
each rotation we returned to measuring the same spot. (However, a few checks of other spots showed that the twinning did
not appear to have a large effect on the Raman signal.) As is
expected, not all 12 Ag and B3g modes appear in the Raman
data, and the peaks’ relative magnitudes differ from those seen
in the ultrafast measurements [30,31,33].
To analyze the Raman spectra we fit the data to ten
Lorentzian peaks (Fig. 13). With the exception of two with
widths of 0.5 THz, the peaks’ widths were fixed to our
experimental resolution of 0.16 THz (full widths at half maximum). We used fits to angle- and polarization-integrated data
to determine peak positions. Subsequently, in fitting angleand polarization-resolved data, the positions and widths were
fixed, and only the peaks’ amplitudes were allowed to vary.
Figure 13 shows examples of the data and fits for two
angles. The fits match the data well, particularly for the larger
peaks. The symmetries of some peaks are readily apparent
in the data. For the peak at 4.4 THz, the parallel-polarized
signal is always large, and the perpendicularly polarized
signal is always small, regardless of θ ; this is the behavior

FIG. 14. Polar plots of the Raman strength (in arbitrary units)
of two representative phonon modes, (a) 3.5 THz and (b) 4.4 THz,
as a function of sample rotation θ. Squares (circles) represent the
scattered signal for light polarized parallel (perpendicular) to the incident light. The contrast between these two peaks’ angle dependence
illustrates the ability to distinguish B3g from Ag phonons through
Raman measurements.
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expected of an Ag mode. In contrast, the peaks near 2.8
and 3.5 THz behave as expected of B3g modes: they give
a maximal parallel-polarized signal at θ = 130◦ , but when
the sample is rotated nearly 45◦ from that angle, they give
a minimal parallel-polarized signal and a maximal signal for
perpendicular polarization. For some smaller peaks, however,
the fits appeared to allow cross talk between their amplitudes

and those of their larger neighbors, leaving their symmetries
less well determined.
Figures 14(a) and 14(b) show the magnitudes of two representative peaks as a function of θ . The peak at 3.5 THz shows
the distinctive daisy shape characteristic of B3g modes, while
the peak at 4.4 THz has a nearly isotropic shape that identifies
it as Ag , strengthening its identification with mode 36.
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